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Box 1. Properties of Grid Cells in 2D, As Commonly Assumed by Models
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learning the sixth sense. J. Neural Eng. 2, R13–R26The ﬁring pattern of each cell is deﬁned by its scale (distance between ﬁring peaks), orientation (angle of the
grid), and phase (location of peaks) (Figure 1A).
Grid cells are organised into functional modules [9,10,13].
Within modules, cells share a common orientation and scale, but their ﬁring locations are evenly distributed
across space. A grid module therefore encodes self-location as a pair of phases in a 2D phase-space: which
cells are active within each module.
Because grid ﬁring is periodic, the phase of each module repeats after distances greater than its scale.
Consequently, the phase of a module is ambiguous in environments larger than its scale.
However, because modules differ in scale, the conjunction of phases across different modules (the
population phase) can resolve this ambiguity (Figure 1B).
The number of unique population phases increases with the number of modules. In principle, this means that
grid cells can unambiguously encode self-location in enclosures much larger than the largest grid scale [2], or
in spaces smaller than the largest scale but with high resolution [3], depending on the scale of modules
relative to each other and the environment.Forum
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Grid cells have been proposed to
encode both the self-location of an
animal and the relative position of164 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, March 2016, Vol. 20, Nolocations within an environment.
We reassess the validity of these
roles in light of recent evidence
demonstrating grid patterns to be
less temporally and spatially stable
than previously thought.Grid cells are neurones whose ﬁring forms
a regular triangular pattern that covers the
environment of an animal (Figure 1A) [1].
This periodic ﬁring means the modular
grid-cell system encodes spatial informa-
tion with remarkable efﬁciency (Box 1) and
has fostered two widely held beliefs con-
cerning their function. First, that grid-cell
ﬁring encodes the position of an animal
within an environment, providing a ‘label’
for self-location [2,3]. Second, that grid
cells act as a neural metric for space,
encoding the spatial relationship between
multiple locations [1–5]. As a spatial met-
ric, grid-cell-based networks are thought
to be the basis of path integration (updat-
ing of self-location representations based
on perceived motion) [1–3] and vector-
based navigation (determining the angle
and distance to a goal) [4,5]. These beliefs
assume that grid-cell activity is spatially
and temporally stable [2–5]. However,
recent evidence shows that grid patterns
evolve across time, and can be distorted. 3and fragmented in space [6–12]. We
review evidence that grid patterns are less
regular than was previously thought, and
reassess their potential to function as a
spatial label and metric.Grid Patterns: Evolving, Distorted,
Fragmented
The triangular pattern and scale of each
grid cell were originally reported to be
consistent despite environmental change
[1]. As such, the assumption that grid
patterns are spatially and temporally
invariant has underpinned subsequent
theories of grid-cell function [2–5]. How-
ever, this supposition has been invalidated
in two ways. First, grid ﬁring evolves
across time (Figure 1C): in novel enclo-
sures grid patterns transiently increase
in scale and become less regular, return-
ing to baseline over several hours [6]. Sec-
ond, environmental cues, particularly
boundaries, can deform grid ﬁring
(Figure 1D). For instance, in strongly polar-
ised enclosures such as trapezoids, grid
patterns are locally rotated and rescaled
[7]. Further, grid orientation can vary
across larger enclosures, apparently inﬂu-
enced by local boundaries [8]. Indeed, if
the boundaries of a familiar enclosure are
moved, compressing or stretching the
available space, grid patterns expand or
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Figure 1. Grid Cell Variance in Time and Space, and its Implications. (A) Grid-cell recordings, showing raw data plots (top left): locations of action potentials in blue
on the path of the animal, black. Firing-rate map for the same data (top right), hotter colours indicate higher ﬁring rates, unvisited bins are white. Within a module, grid
patterns share a common orientation and scale but have different ﬁring locations (middle and bottom rows). Modules differ in their scale and possibly orientation (data
adapted from [6] and [12]). (B) Distributed preferred ﬁring locations within a module mean that in 2D self-location is encoded as a pair of phases: which cells are active
within each module. Because grid-cell ﬁring is periodic, the phase of each module repeats when the animal traverses a distance equal to its scale. The phase of each
module therefore exists in a 2D phase-space with length equal to the scale of the module, and which wraps around at its edges (bottom). Because the phase of a single
module repeats in environments larger than its scale, it provides only an ambiguous code for self-location (top). However, the conjunction of phases across two modules
is here unambiguous, occurring only at a single position (the star). We term the conjunction of phases across modules the ‘population phase’. As a 2D periodic variable,
population phase could also be plotted in a 2D space which wraps around at its edges. Alternatively, as here, the population phase can be represented continuously on
the surface of a torus. (C) Grid patterns expand and become less regular when an animal ﬁrst explores a novel environment (top), returning to a baseline conﬁguration as
the environment becomes familiar (bottom) (adapted from [6]). (D) In a hairpin maze, grid patterns fragment into discontinuous sub-patterns, which repeat across
compartments (left, reprinted from [11] with permission from Nature Publishing Group). In a large environment, grid ﬁring can be distorted, with ﬁring being determined by
local boundaries (right, reprinted from [8] with permission from Nature Publishing Group). (E) Effect of disruptions on the population phase. As an animal moves across the
environment at a constant velocity (white arrow, top), the population phase changes at a constant rate (white arrow, bottom). Moving across a distortion in the grid
pattern, the rate of change of the population phase per unit of distance moved increases or decreases. Moving across a discontinuity in the grid pattern, the population
phase suddenly jumps between values. (F) If a disruption shifts the phase of each module (red arrow) away from its ‘true’ value in inverse proportion to the scale of the
module, the population phase is shifted across the surface of the torus in proportion to the magnitude of the disruption. By contrast, if the disruption is inconsistent across
modules, the population phase can jump to any point on the torus.contract concordantly [9,10]. Strikingly,
the presence of boundaries which subdi-
vide an enclosure can fragment grid ﬁring
into discontinuous patterns [11,12].
Importantly, protracted experience some-
times resolves such discontinuities [12]; it
is unclear if other irregularities ameliorate
over similar timeframes.The extent to which disruptions in grid
ﬁring are consistent within and across
modules remains undetermined. Given
that cells within modules maintain their
relative phases in different environments
and after environmental deformations
[9,10,13], we assume here that disrup-
tions are consistent within modules.TrenConversely, concurrently recorded mod-
ules can maintain distinct orientations and
respond independently to changes in
environmental geometry [7,8]. This may
reﬂect differences in the extent to which
the ﬁring of each module is determined by
sensory and self-motion cues [14], and
suggests that local disruptions in ﬁringds in Cognitive Sciences, March 2016, Vol. 20, No. 3 165
patterns may be inconsistent across
modules.
Grid Firing Robustly Labels Self-
Location Despite Distortions
The number of unique population phases
encoded by a grid-cell ensemble
increases combinatorially with the number
of grid modules (Box 1), meaning that grid
cells provide an efﬁcient label for self-loca-
tion [2]. Hence a downstream network
with access to each module's phase
can accurately decode self-location pro-
vided that the population phase is sufﬁ-
ciently dissimilar at each location in the
environment. Distortions and discontinu-
ities, which respectively equate to shifts in
the rate of change and sudden jumps in
the population phase (Figure 1E), are
immaterial unless they result in repetition
of the population phase. Estimates of the
capacity of the grid population of a rat are
signiﬁcantly larger than upper estimates
of its ethological foraging area [2]. Thus,
even if this area is encoded as a single
map, distortions and discontinuities are
likely only to generate different but still
unique population phases across the
environment.
Nevertheless, grid patterns do replicate
when environments are compartmental-
ised [11,12], likely reﬂecting the sensory
equivalence of the compartments, a rare
situation outside the laboratory. Without
concurrent recordings, it is unknown if all
modules replicate in the same way. If so,
the population phase would also repeat,
and grid ﬁring alone would be insufﬁcient
to distinguish the compartments. However,
grid patterns gradually distinguish percep-
tually-identical compartments, probably
using self-motion [12], suggesting that
potential ambiguities do not persist.
As a spatial label, speciﬁc population
phases encode speciﬁc locations. There-
fore, existing phase–location associations
are invalidated when grid patterns evolve
across time. To be robust to temporal
changes in grid ﬁring, a decoding network
must be capable of updating the166 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, March 2016, Vol. 20, Noassociations between population phase
and location. Such a process is plausible,
with similar dynamics presumably updat-
ing the associations from sensory cues to
grid phase that maintain the short-term
stability of evolving grid patterns, even
while changes accumulate across hours
or days [6,12].
Distorted Grids Introduce Metric
Errors
Conceptions of grid ﬁring as a spatial met-
ric use the difference in population phase
between two positions to calculate the
vector connecting them in real-space
[4,5]. This requires that all points sepa-
rated by a consistent vector in real-space
be separated by a consistent vector in
phase-space. Thus, to be an accurate
spatial metric, the population phase must
change at a constant rate across the envi-
ronment, as well as being unique at each
location. Therefore, distortions and frag-
mentations in grid patterns (Figure 1E) will
potentially introduce errors into navigation
vectors that span those irregularities.
The nature of these errors depends pri-
marily on whether disruption of the grid
pattern is consistent across modules. If
the distortion or discontinuity shift the
phase of each module in inverse
proportion to its scale, the encoded loca-
tion will remain in agreement across mod-
ules. In such cases, the population phase
will shift by an amount proportional to the
size of the disruption in real-space
(Figure 1F). Navigational vectors spanning
such a region would be erroneous by an
amount proportional to the magnitude of
the disruption. By contrast, if the distortion
or discontinuity affects modules inconsis-
tently, the population phase can jump
to any other value (Figure 1F). The result-
ing navigational errors would be dispro-
portionate to the magnitude of the
disruption and potentially catastrophic
given the large capacity of the grid system.
Spare capacity in grid networks has been
proposed to provide a form of error correc-
tion [15]. Such a scheme relies on the fact. 3that, in enclosures smaller than the capacity
of the grid population, a proportion of pop-
ulation phases are redundant, encoding
locations outside the navigable enclosure.
Disruptions resulting in invalid population
phases could then in principle be identiﬁed
as erroneous, with the phase returned to
the most-recent or closest plausible value
[15]. However, this requires a separate
neural representation of which population
phases are valid [15]. Thus errors stem-
ming from misshapen grid patterns may
only be corrected if they arise after the valid
phases associated have previously been
identiﬁed: distortions or discontinuities that
appear on ﬁrst exposure to an environment
may be uncorrectable [7,8].
In the theoretical framework considered
thus far, the high capacity of the popula-
tion phase means that the grid code is
unambiguous in enclosures larger than
the largest grid scale [2]. In an alternative
framework, the largest module alone
coarsely encodes self-location, although
only unambiguously in enclosures smaller
than its scale [3]. Smaller-scale modules
are ‘nested’ within the largest module,
providing increased resolution to the
self-location code [3]. Because the phase
in larger-scale modules resolves ambigu-
ity in smaller-scale modules, the impact
of disruptions in grid patterns again
depends on how they are distributed
across modules: distortions to a given
module potentially render erroneous the
contribution of all smaller-scale modules.
Disruptions to small-scale modules would
therefore result in small navigational
errors, whereas disruptions to large-scale
modules would potentially result in cata-
strophic errors.
In considering the implications of mis-
shapen grids for metric decoding, we have
assumed the decoding network to have
limited capacity to account for such dis-
ruptions. While the possibility that all
deformations are ‘mapped-out’ down-
stream of grid cells cannot be rejected,
doing so would require accurate identiﬁ-
cation of the location, nature, and
magnitude of all disruptions. If this were
possible, it is unclear why the same infor-
mation would not be used directly to cor-
rect grid ﬁring. Indeed, that grid patterns
regularise with experience suggests that
disruptions can be resolved at the level of
grid cells in particular conditions [12]. Con-
versely, if the decoding network could
account for all disruptions, it is unclear
why grid patterns would regularise.
Concluding Remarks
Grid ﬁring patterns evolve across time,
and can be distorted and fragmented in
space [6–12]. Regardless, the capacity of
grid population codes, together with the
requirement only for a unique population
phase at each location in the environment,
make grid ﬁring a robust label for self-
location. By contrast, a requirement for
a constant rate of change in population
phase means using distorted or discon-
tinuous grid patterns as a spatial metric is
likely prone to errors. Although potentially
introducing errors, disruptions to grid pat-
terns do not exclude their being used as a
metric. That grid patterns have been
observed to exhibit experience-depen-
dent regularisation [12] suggests that dis-
tortions and subsequent navigational
errors may abate with protracted experi-
ence of an environment. To determine the
full implications of misshapen grid pat-
terns, future research should employ
large-scale recordings to identify the num-
ber and relative scale of grid modules,
whether they are disrupted independently
of one another, the capacity for experi-
ence of an environment to ameliorate dis-
tortions, and how disruptions scale in
environments of different sizes. In addi-
tion, concurrent testing of the types of
errors made in spatial navigation tasks
could provide behavioural evidence for
the use of grid patterns as a spatial metric,
and help to illuminate the mechanisms by
which grid patterns are decoded.Acknowledgments
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Does the
Hippocampus Map
Out the Future?
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Decades of research have estab-
lished two central roles of theTrenhippocampus – memory consoli-
dation and spatial navigation.
Recently, a third function of the
hippocampus has been proposed:
simulating future events. However,
claims that the neural patterns
underlying simulation occur with-
out prior experience have come
under ﬁre in light of newly pub-
lished data.Much of our understanding of the hippo-
campus comes from neural recordings in
behaving rodents. Neurons within the
rodent hippocampus, known as place
cells, are tuned to spatial position of the
animal, such that each place cell increases
its neural activity when the rodent is in a
speciﬁc location within its environment [1].
However, when the rodent stops running,
the hippocampus exhibits brief high-fre-
quency oscillations, referred to as sharp-
wave-ripple (SWR) events [2]. SWR events
typically co-occur with the sequential ﬁring
of place cells that represent a spatial tra-
jectory. These spontaneously reactivated
‘trajectory events’ can represent the spatial
path that the animal has recently taken [2,3]
or is about to begin [3,4]. Trajectory events
are not limited to when the animal is awake
and static; during non-REM sleep, trajec-
tory events depicting past journeys can
also be observed [2]. Substantial evidence
supports the phenomenon of trajectory
events, commonly referred to as ‘replay’
or ‘reactivation’, demonstrating that these
events are coordinated with reactivation
events in brain regions beyond the hippo-
campus, and are inﬂuenced by both
rewards and external cues [2,5].
A common assumption about ‘trajectory
events’ is that they are a byproduct of
experience. During exploration of a novel
environment the hippocampus is thought
to create a cognitive map of that environ-
ment, which can be reactivated to recall
this map [1]. However, in 2011 a break
with this standard view occurred [6]. The
sequential pattern of hippocampal placeds in Cognitive Sciences, March 2016, Vol. 20, No. 3 167
